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1 A Standard Story

I owe a lot to a bench.
My friends and I had been using it to sneak out the window. To push the boundaries.

To ‘experiment’. But my luck held: I forgot it outside; my parents confronted me; I wasn’t
quick on my feet... and that was that.

For me. But my friends were quicker on their feet; their parents slower to see the problem;
their luck sooner to run out. So we went our separate ways. While I got studious, they got
disaffected. While I went to a liberal city, many of them stayed in conservative towns. While
I was having my eyes opened, some of them were fighting for their lives.

Yet this isn’t a story about how a bench changed my life. It’s a story about how a bench
changed my beliefs. So let me ask: What do you think happened to our politics? Who now
is concerned about far-right militias, and who about Antifa? Who believes gun rights should
be restricted, and who owns handguns for their own protection? Who voted for Biden, and
who thinks Trump shook things up in a needed way?

I think you can guess.
That’s no surprise. Most societies display both local conformity and global disunity :

people’s attitudes are predictable given their social group, despite varying widely across
such groups. As a result, people who set out on different trajectories often polarize in ways
that are profound, persistent, and predictable. When I went a liberal university in a liberal
city, I could predict—not with with certainty, but with some confidence—that I’d become
more liberal.

My question is why.
The standard story: predictable polarization is due to epistemic irrationality—the fact

that people’s beliefs are insufficiently constrained by evidence. Instead, people glom onto the
beliefs of their peers, confirm and entrench those beliefs, and become wildly overconfident
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2 THE PROBLEM

in them. Combined with the informational traps of the modern internet, we have a simple
explanation of the rise of polarization.

Notice that this story combines components: empirical hypotheses about why people
predictably polarize, and normative claims that they shouldn’t. The empirical hypotheses
are (largely) true. I’ll argue that the normative claims are false.

This requires rejecting standard Bayesian assumptions. Though it’s often overlooked,
they imply that predictable polarization must be irrational, regardless of varying evidential
standards (Schoenfield 2014), background beliefs (Jern et al. 2014), or distributions of trust
(O’Connor and Weatherall 2018). For they require your current opinion to always match
your estimate of your future rational opinion, meaning you can’t (rationally) do what we do
all the time: predict the direction our actions will shift our opinions (§2).

But we should reject those assumptions, for they also imply that rational people can
never be unsure whether they’ve been rational. Given ambiguous evidence—evidence that’s
hard to know how to interpret—such self-doubts can be rational. As a result, there are
updates that satisfy the value of evidence (Blackwell 1953; Good 1967)—that are expected
to improve your accuracy and decisions—that nonetheless are predictably polarizing (§3).
Indeed, common cognitive processes generate asymmetric ambiguities, making it easier to re-
cognize evidence pointing in one direction than the other (§4). Each such update is expected
to improve accuracy, despite the fact that a long series of them can predictably lead to pro-
found polarization (§5). Moreover, this mechanism plausibly plays a role in the psychological
processes that drive real-world polarization (§§6–7).

But what’s the point? Why want a rational story? Consider the alternative. From the
outside, it looks like my beliefs were just as predictable as my friends’: long before I came
to believe that (say) guns decrease safety, it was predictable that I would. That means that
if predictable polarization is due to irrationality, my beliefs are due to irrationality. Yet I
can’t admit that—at least not while maintaining my beliefs: it’s incoherent (‘akratic’) to
believe “Guns decrease safety, but it’s irrational for me to believe that” (Horowitz 2014).
So if I’m not willing to give up my beliefs—as indeed I’m not—I must resort to special
pleading: “Their beliefs were predictable, but mine were not. They were the irrational ones,
not me.” That’s desperate. It’s also dubious. My friends were smarter (and quicker) than
I was. My trajectory was more predictable than theirs were. Our divergence is due to
our circumstances, not ourselves. A slight change in those, and I’d believe everything they
do—there but for a bench go I.

That’s the point. A rational story lets us to avoid both special-pleading and incoher-
ence. It lets us admit our own predictability, maintain the truth of our own deeply-held
commitments, and yet acknowledge the rationality of others’. Let me show you how.

2 The Problem

What’s the epistemic problem of ‘predictable’ polarization?
Many think: nothing. They point out that differences in background beliefs, networks

of trust, and lived experiences (evidence) can easily lead rational Bayesians to persistently
disagree, or polarize further upon seeing the same evidence. Case closed?
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No. Distinguish different types of ‘predictable’ polarization. Standard models show that
there can be two Bayesians P and P ′ and some other agent—who knows more than they
do—who can predict that they’ll polarize further. For example, Henderson and Gebharter
2021 show that there can be a proposition E such that learning E will exacerbate their
disagreement about q: P (q|E) > P (q) > P ′(q) > P ′(q|E). Yet they can’t predict their own
polarization: they can’t know whether they’ll learn E or ¬E, and learning the latter would
mollify their disagreement: P (q) > P (q|¬E) > P ′(q|¬E) > P ′(q).

This is no accident. Standard Bayesian models forbid a rational person from expecting a
rational update to move their opinions in a particular direction. Let ‘P ’ be the prior rational
probability function and ‘P̃ ’ the rational one after the update. Since you’re unsure what
evidence you’ll receive, ‘P̃ ’ picks out different functions in different possibilities. Nevertheless,
you can form an estimate of what your updated rational degree of confidence (‘credence’)
should be. On standard Bayesian models, your initial credence in q (P (q)) must match your
initial estimate for your updated rational credence in q (your estimate of P̃ (q)); thus you
can’t estimate that it’ll be rational to move your opinion in a particular direction. This is
intuitive. Rationally estimating that your more-informed future self will be confident of q
seems to make it rational to now be confident of q. If so, there can’t be a rational divergence
between what you expect your future rational self to believe, and what you now believe.

More precisely, a Standard-Bayesian model is one on which P̃ is always obtained by
conditioning P on the true answer to a question, i.e. the true cell of a finite partition.
(Example: if the question is whether E, then: the partition is {E,¬E}; in E-worlds, P̃ =

P (·|E); and in ¬E-worlds, P̃ = P (·|¬E).) Any such model yields (Briggs 2009; Salow 2018):

Reflection (martingale property): Your prior rational credence in q must equal
your rational estimate of your updated rational credence in q.
For all q, P (q) = EP (P̃ (q)).1

This is the epistemic problem of predictable polarization: empirically, our beliefs violate
Reflection, and hence (normatively) they’re rational only if Standard Bayesianism is wrong.
In this section I’ll defend this empirical point, leaving the question of rationality for later.

Reflection violations are mundane. We can often predict how our actions will shift our
beliefs, even when those actions provide no evidence about the issue. Not long ago, I had
both Piketty’s Capital in the 21st Century and Pinker’s Enlightenment Now on my shelf.
It wasn’t hard to predict that reading Pinker would make me more optimistic about our
economic system, and reading Piketty would make me less. (I read both.) No surprises
here—recall Pascal’s (1660) advice: if you want to become religious, read religious thinkers
and spend time with religious people. Likewise more generally.

Another example: biased sources. Make an estimate of the number of extreme weather
events there’ll be in the U.S. in the next 50 years. This is hard, but pick a number. (Say, 300).
Now, which direction do you think your estimate will shift if you decide to be extremely biased
in your climate-news consumption—say, reading only the most dire, doomsday climate-
change reports? Obviously you expect this would increase your estimate! You’re aware that

1EP captures the expectations of P : for any function from worlds to numbers X, EP (X) =
∑

t P (X = t)·t.
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reading biased sources will bias your opinions. This is a familiar Reflection failure2—the sort
that motivates us to try to be unbiased in our news consumption (Worsnip 2019).

Skeptical? Granted, it can be hard to pinpoint a moment when Reflection clearly fails.
But it must at some point or other, for you obey Reflection for each update in a sequence (P 1

to P 2 to... Pn) only if you your initial opinion matches your initial estimate of the opinions
you’ll have at the end.3 Yet as the epistemology of ‘irrelevant influences’ emphasizes, this
defies common sense (White 2010; Schoenfield 2017; Vavova 2018; De Cruz 2017). Standard
example: in 1961 G. A. Cohen was choosing between Harvard and Oxford for graduate school
(Cohen 2000). He had no idea whether the analytic/synthetic distinction was legitimate;
but since most students at Oxford thought it was while most at Harvard thought it wasn’t,
he could predict how his opinion would move given his choice. The choice itself was no
evidence—so upon choosing Oxford, he still had no opinion, but could now predict that he’d
increase his credence in the distinction’s legitimacy.

Our politics is rife with such stories. Take me and an old friend, Dan. Consider a moment
soon after we’d parted ways—when our opinions hadn’t moved, but our trajectories were
clear. I’d started studying at an urban university; he’d started bartending in a rural town.
Let P be my (rational) opinions then, and P̃ be those it’d be rational to have 5 years later.
Likewise for D and D̃ for Dan. Let s be a partisan-coded claim, e.g. that guns increase
safety. Neither of us had any strong opinions about s—we were close to 50-50 on it. Yet
we knew Republicans tended to believe it, while Democrats didn’t. We knew living with
liberals tends to make you liberal, and likewise for conservatives. And we had no reason to
think we’d be exceptions to this rule. Thus—regardless of what we in fact expected—we
were in a position to expect that in 5 years time, Dan would be more confident of s, while
I’d be more doubtful. If this was rational, the following must be possible:

Expectable Polarization: Dan and I could both estimate that my rational credence
in s would end up lower, and his would end up higher.
EP (P̃ (s)) < P (s), and EP (D̃(s)) > D(s); likewise for ED.

This violates Reflection. Even though we knew we’d receive radically different evidence,
Standard Bayesianism forbids our expectable polarization. (When Reflection fails in this
way, I’ll speak of a single person expectably polarizing.)

Two clarifications. First, estimates (‘expectations’) are not necessarily predictions. If
I toss a fair coin 10 times, your estimate for the number of heads is 5, but you don’t
predict this, since you’re pretty (76%) confident that it won’t be exactly 5. Expectable
polarization thus permits uncertainty about whether the rational posterior (P̃ (s)) will move
in the expected direction; all it says is that you rationally think that on average, across the
various possibilities, it will. Still, expectable polarization violates Reflection so is all we need
to generate the epistemic problem of predictable polarization.

But second: more is needed. In both Cohen’s case and mine, polarization is more than
expectable: we could reasonably predict with confidence that our opinions would move sub-
stantially in the expected direction. In an increasingly polarized society, there doesn’t seem

2Reflection requires your estimate to equal your estimate of your future estimate: EP (X) = EP (EP̃ (X)).
3If P i = EP i (P j) and P j = EP j (Pk), then EP i (Pk) = EP i (EP j (Pk)) = P i. Iterating, EP1 (Pn) = P 1.
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to be a principled limit on how strong these predictions could be. Thus if we aim to ration-
alize real-world polarization, we should consider whether the following type of polarization
could be rational (§5):

Predictable Polarization: Dan and I could both predict with confidence that my
credence in s should substantially drop, and his should substantially rise.
P
(
P̃ (s) << P (s)

)
≈ 1 and P

(
D̃(s) >> D(s)

)
≈ 1; likewise for D.

You should balk at this—if rationality is a guide to truth, how could rational updates pre-
dictably radicalize you? The main theoretical result of this paper (Theorem 5.1) is that they
can: there can be a sequence of updates—each of which is expected to improve your accuracy
and decisions about a given subject-matter—that nonetheless will predictably polarize you
about that subject-matter.

3 The (Im)possibility Theorems

What would it take for polarization to be epistemically rational? Being good Bayesians, let’s
assume that in any world w (at a given time), the rational opinions for you can be modeled
with a probability function Pw. This assumes rational opinions are precise (White 2009;
Schoenfield 2012), but allows varying standards of reasoning across people (Schoenfield 2014)
and times (Callahan 2019). Since what’s rational to think (what you ‘should’ think) varies
across worlds—with your evidence, priors, etc.—let ‘P ’ be a description for ‘the rational
opinions, whatever they are’: in w, it picks out Pw; in x, it picks out Px, etc.4

How is it rational to change opinions? I won’t assume any particular mechanism (e.g. that
a proposition comes in as evidence). Rather, let an update be a pair of (descriptions of) the
prior and posterior rational opinions, ⟨P, P̃ ⟩: at each world w, you should start out with Pw

and end up with P̃w. This makes no assumption about mechanism; all it assumes is that the
facts about you (priors, evidence, etc.), pin down rational probability functions at the two
times. (Standard Bayesians assume this too.) Think of it as ‘black-box learning’ (Huttegger
2014); we only model the input, P , and output, P̃ .

Our question: which updates ⟨P, P̃ ⟩ represent potentially-rational updates, i.e. ones that
could be rational given some rational prior and some learning experience? Bayesians usually
say one of three things. (1) Rational updates cannot be Dutch booked : rationally choosing
bets before and after the update cannot result in a foreseeable loss (Teller 1973). (2) Rational
updates improve accuracy : the prior expects the posterior to be (at least or) more accurate
than itself, on all reasonable ways of measuring accuracy (Oddie 1997). (3) Rational updates
satisfy the value of evidence: given any decision problem, the prior expects the posterior to
make a decision that is (at least as good or) better than itself (Blackwell 1953; Good 1967).
There are various ways to formalize these constraints, but Dorst et al. (2021) show that, on
arguably the most natural, they are equivalent. Say that P values P̃ iff the update ⟨P, P̃ ⟩

4Notation: I’ll use uppercase Romans (‘P ’, ‘P̃ ’, ‘H’,...) for descriptions that pick out different functions
in different worlds. Their subscripted versions (‘Pw’, ‘Px’,...) and lowercase Greeks (‘π’, ‘δ’,...) will be rigid
designators for functions whose values are known.
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satisfies these constraints—iff, in other words, P prefers to give P̃ power of attorney to make
its decisions for it. I’ll assume throughout—with a slight weakening in §5—that:

Valuable Rationality: ⟨P, P̃ ⟩ is a potentially-rational update iff P values P̃ .

I’ll assume that a sequence of updates ⟨P 1, P 2⟩, ⟨P 2, P 3⟩, ... is potentially-rational iff each P i

values P i+1. This offers a bright line between the updates that can and cannot be rational:
rational ones are those that can be expected to improve accuracy and decision-making.

It’s commonly thought that Value (or the avoidance of Dutch books) on its own entails
Reflection, and hence forbids expectable polarization. It doesn’t:

Example. There are two worlds, b and g. We can specify P and P̃ by saying
how, at each world, they distribute credence between b and g. At both, P is 50-50
between b and g. In the bad case (b), P̃ remains 50-50; but in the good case (g),
P̃ becomes certain of g. We can diagram this by letting an arrow labeled t from
x to y indicate (left/blue) that Px(y) = t or (right/red) that P̃ x(y) = t:

P : b g 0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

P̃ : b g 1

0

0.5

0.5

It’s not hard to see that P values P̃ : at all worlds, P̃ is either equally accurate
(at b) or strictly more accurate (at g) in all propositions. But Reflection fails: at
both worlds, P is 0.5 in g but its expectation of P̃ (g) is 0.75.5

How do Standard-Bayesians forbid this? In this model, at world g you learn that you’re at g
(P̃ g(·) = Pg(·|g)), while at world b you learn nothing (P̃ b(·) = Pb(·|{b, g}) = Pb(·)). Standard
Bayesians will insist that the latter is an error: if sometimes you learn g, then when you don’t
learn g you learn something—namely, that you didn’t learn g. In other words, they assume
that rational updates are introspective: you always can be rationally sure of what you (did
or didn’t) learn. I will not assume that. It fails in the above model; P̃ b has higher-order
uncertainty : it knows that at b it learned nothing, while at g it learned g; but since in fact
it learned nothing (it’s at b), it doesn’t know what it learned! Thus it’s 50-50 on whether P̃

is 50% or 100% confident of g: P̃ b(P̃ (g) = 0.5) = 0.5 and P̃ b(P̃ (g) = 1) = 0.5.
Standard Bayesians may protest that this breaks Bayesianism. It doesn’t. At each world,

the rational credences are probabilistic at each time. And Value holds: P expects P̃ to be
more accurate and make better decisions than itself.6 Mathematically, nothing is broken.

What about philosophically? How to interpret introspection failures? Recall that P̃ is
the posterior credence it’s rational to have. When P̃ is uncertain what P̃ is, that means
it’s rational to be unsure what the rational opinions are—it’s rational to have epistemic
self-doubt. Standard Bayesians assume that such self-doubts couldn’t be rational:

No Ambiguity: Rational opinions are always sure what the rational opinions are.
Always, if P̃ = π, then P̃ (P̃ = π) = 1. That is, ∀q, t : if P̃ (q) = t, then P̃ (P̃ (q) = t) = 1.

5P̃ (g) has possible values of 0.5 and 1, so (e.g.) at b its prior expectation is EP (P̃ (g)) = Pb(b)·0.5+Pb(g)·1
= 0.5 · 0.5 + 0.5 · 1 = 0.75 ̸= 0.5 = Pb(g).

6Moreover, in this model posteriors result from conditioning—namely, on {b, g} in b and on {g} in g.
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‘Ambiguity’ is a fitting label. Evidence is ambiguous when it’s hard to know what to make
of it—when it’s rational to be unsure what it’s rational to think (Ellsberg 1961, 661). This
higher-order model of ambiguity follows naturally from ‘anti-luminous’ epistemology, which
argues that we often can’t tell exactly what rationality requires of us (see Williamson 2000,
chapters 4 and 10, and Srinivasan 2015). If you endorse anti-luminosity, you should permit
ambiguity in this sense—and even if you have doubts about anti-luminosity in general, there’s
reason to permit ambiguity (Elga 2013; Dorst 2019; Carr 2020).7

(Ambiguity is consistent with knowing your actual opinions: since P̃ represents the ra-
tional posteriors, it’s distinct from your actual posteriors C̃. Even if you are rational (C̃ = P̃

at the actual world) and know what your credences are (C̃ knows what C̃ is), you can doubt
that your credences are rational (C̃ leaves open worlds where C̃ ̸= P̃ ).)

No Ambiguity is the assumption that makes Value and Reflection equivalent:

Theorem 3.1. Given No Ambiguity, P values P̃ iff P obeys Reflection toward P̃ .

This is an impossibility result: any theory of rational (expectable) polarization must deny
either Value or No Ambiguity.

I know of no proposals that deny No Ambiguity. In fact, an update is Standard-
Bayesian—the result of conditioning a fixed prior on the true cell of a partition—iff it satisfies
both No Ambiguity and Value.

Meanwhile, extant models that allow expectable polarization do so using updates that vi-
olate Value, so are subject to Dutch books and are expected to make you less accurate.8 What
to make of this? If we allow non-valuable updates to be ‘rational’, the standard storytellers
might fairly complain that we’ve moved the goalposts. For example, some argue that allow-
ing evidence to be permissive—open to multiple rational interpretations—nullifies worries
about predictably-polarizing influences (Schoenfield 2014). Theorem 3.1 entails that such
predictable shifts can be expected to make you less accurate. The natural complaint: what
distinguishes this from irrational forms of (say) motivated reasoning?

The way around the impossibility result is to allow ambiguity:

Theorem 3.2. Whenever P̃ is ambiguous but valued by some P , Reflection fails.

This shows that the above Example generalizes: whenever evidence is ambiguous, Reflection
can fail for valuable updates. It is our possibility proof: expectable polarization could be
valuable—hence (I say) rational.

Upshot: assuming that the rational updates are the valuable ones, there is a tight the-
oretical connection between rational expectable polarization and ambiguity—the former is
possible if (Theorem 3.2) and only if (Theorem 3.1) the latter is.

Intriguingly, there’s also a tight empirical connection between polarization and ambiguity.
The intuitive cases of rational self-doubt—what I’m calling ‘ambiguity’—are ones in which
people face complicated evidence, have peers who disagree with them, or have reason to

7Bayesians usually model ambiguity differently, either using an ‘imprecise’ set of probability functions
(Seidenfeld and Wasserman 1993; Joyce 2010), or positing an introspective P̃ that is unsure about a different,
more ideal (introspective) P ∗ (Camerer and Weber 1992). Such models either violate Value (Kadane et al.
2008; Bradley and Steele 2016) or mimic Standard Bayesianism (e.g. Das 2022) in a way that yields Reflection.

8E.g. O’Connor and Weatherall 2018; Singer et al. 2019; Weatherall and O’Connor 2020; Zollman 2021.
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doubt their own reasoning (Christensen 2010). These are also the cases in which there’s
the strongest psychological evidence for expectable polarization. People are most inclined
to engage in ‘biased processing’—seeing evidence in ways that fit with their prior beliefs—
when evidence is mixed, complex, or hard to interpret (§6). These effects are exacerbated by
group discussions, where peer (dis)agreements have large effects on people’s opinions (§7).
And when the evidence is made easier to interpret or discussion-norms are altered, biased
processing often disappears (Lundgren and Prislin 1998; Grönlund et al. 2015; Anglin 2019).

In short: people tend to predictably polarize in exactly the situations where self-doubts
seem rational. What if it’s not a coincidence?

4 The Mechanism

In principle, ambiguous evidence could rationalize expectable polarization. But are there
realistic mechanisms that generate it? And can they generate predictable polarization?

There are, and they can. Consider a word-search task. Given a string of letters and some
blanks, you have a few seconds to figure out whether there’s an (English) completion. For
example:

P A ET

And the answer is... yes, there is a completion. Another:

P G ER

And the answer is... no, there is no completion.
A word-search task involves cognitive search: searching an accessible cognitive-space for a

particular type of item. Other cases: searching your memory for an example, your reasoning
for a flaw, or your knowledge for a proof. This involves calling on background knowledge.
Intuitively, sometimes you know you’ve done this rationally, other times you don’t. If you
find a completion (‘planet!’), you (often) know that it’s rational to be certain there’s a word
(that P̃ (Word) = 1). But if you don’t find a completion, you don’t know how confident to
be—“Maybe I should be doubtful (maybe P̃ (Word) is low), but maybe I’m missing something
obvious (maybe P̃ (Word) is high).” I’ll argue that this generates an ambiguity-asymmetry
between completable and uncompletable searches, rationalizing expectable polarization. In
§5 I’ll turn to predictable polarization.

Meet Haley. She’s wondering whether a fair coin landed heads. I’ll show her a word-search
determined by the outcome: if heads, it’ll be completable; if tails, it’ll be uncompletable.
Thus her credence in heads equals her credence it’s completable. She’ll have 7 seconds, then
she’ll write down her credence. She knows all of this.

Let H and H̃ be the rational prior and posterior for Haley. She should initially be 50-
50 on heads: H(Heads) = 0.5. But I claim her estimate for her posterior rational credence
should be higher than 50%: EH(H̃(Heads)) > 0.5. Remember: estimates aren’t predictions, so
she needn’t be confident her credence should go up. Rather, expectable polarization means
that across many identical trials, she should be confident that the average posterior rational
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credence will be above 50%. Why? Intuitively: it’s easier for her to assess her evidence
when the string is completable (when the coin lands heads) than when not. So if heads, her
credence should (on average) increase a lot; if tails it should (on average) decrease a bit; and
the average of ‘increase a lot’ and ‘decrease a bit’ is ‘increase a bit’.

Standard Bayesians will balk. They’ll say it’s as if she rummages around in her head
for a completion; at the end all she learns is either that the search succeeded (Find) or
failed (¬Find). As we know from Theorem 3.1, such a model forbids expectable polar-
ization. For example, suppose Haley thinks that if there’s a word, she’ll find it half the
time (H(Find|Word) = 1/2); and if there’s not, she’ll never find one (H(Find|¬Word) = 0).
Then 1/4 of the time she’ll learn Find (1/2 likely to be a word, and 1/2 likely to find if
so), making it rational to be sure there’s a word: H̃(Word) = 1. (And she’ll know this is
the rational reaction: H̃(H̃(Word) = 1) = 1.) The remaining 3/4 of the time she’ll learn
only ¬Find, making it rational to slightly lower her credence: H̃(Word) = 1/3.9 (And
since she’ll know all she learned is that she didn’t find one, she’ll know that this is the
rational reaction: H̃(H̃(Word) = 1/3) = 1.) Thus her expected future rational credence is
1/4 · 1 + 3/4 · 1/3 = 1/2. No expectable polarization.

I object. It’s implausible to insist that such a model is always correct. That doesn’t
follow from the justifications of Bayesianism (§3). Moreover, it rules out the possibility of
ambiguity, so ignores the most salient feature of a word-search: that it’s easier to know what
to make of your evidence when you’ve found a word than when you haven’t. Reflect on your
experience with another example:

E RT

When you haven’t found one, your mind is racing (‘beurt? No... teart? No...’), your credence
is oscillating (“Probably... no wait, maybe not. Oh I got it! Wait, no...”), and you have the
nagging sensation that maybe you’re missing something obvious. If you haven’t found one
when the 7-second timer goes off, your credence that there’s a word may have gone down
or gone up, but you won’t (shouldn’t!) be willing to bet the farm that it’s moved in the
rational direction. After all, sometimes it doesn’t: if your credence went down to 1/3, and
then I whisper ‘heart’, you might think, “Oh! I should’ve seen that...”. It was rational for
you to have more than 1/3 credence in a completion; after all, you know that ‘heart’ is a
word—you just failed to make proper use of that knowledge.

Given that sometimes you’re irrational, what about when you’ve in fact been rational to
lower your credence? You should still wonder whether you’ve been irrational. For example,
if you don’t find a completion to st re and so drop your credence to 1/3, you might still
wonder if there’s a word and (so) wonder if you should have a higher credence—even though
in fact there isn’t, so in fact you shouldn’t. Rational people can doubt that they’re rational,
just as humble people can doubt that they’re humble.

These are intuitions. If we couldn’t make precise sense of them, perhaps they could be
ignored. But we can—just introduce ambiguity. Here’s one way to do so. There’s more that
Haley (is and) should be sensitive to than what she can settle with certainty. Beyond whether

9H̃(Word) = H(Word|¬Find) = H(Word&¬Find)
H(¬Find) =

1/4
3/4

= 1/3.
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she found a completion, there’s the question of whether the string is ‘word-like’—whether it
contains subtle hints that it’s completable. If it does, she should increase her credence it’s
completable; if it doesn’t, she should decrease it. But—and here’s where ambiguity comes
in—she can’t always tell with certainty whether it’s word-like, and hence can’t always tell
whether her credence should go up or down.

Here’s a simple model. Suppose, as before, it’s 1/2 likely there’s no word (and so she
doesn’t find one), 1/4 likely there’s a word she finds, and 1/4 likely there’s a word she doesn’t
find. Moreover, suppose she knows the string will be word-like iff there’s a word. If she
finds a word, she’s rational to become certain there’s one: H̃(Word) = 1. If she doesn’t
find a word and there is none—so it’s not word-like—she’s rational to drop her confidence
slightly: H̃(Word) = 1/3. So far this is just like the Standard-Bayesian model. Yet suppose
that if she doesn’t find a word but there is one (so the string is word-like), she’s rational
to raise her credence slightly—she should suspect it’s word-like: H̃(Word) = 2

3 . This yields
ambiguous evidence: if she doesn’t find a word, she’s rational to be unsure whether the
rational posterior is 1/3 or 2/3: H̃(H̃(Word) = 1/3) > 0 and H̃(H̃(Word) = 2/3) > 0.

Two facts about this model. First, her prior H values her posterior H̃. In fact, this
ambiguous update is better than the Standard-Bayesian one: if she finds a word, both update
to credence 1; if there’s no word, both update to credence 1/3; but if there is a word she
doesn’t find, the Standard-Bayesian updates to credence 1

3 , while the ambiguous model
updates to 2

3 . The ambiguous update is never less accurate, and sometimes more accurate.
Second, this update is expectably polarizing: Haley is initially 0.5 confident there’s a

word, but her estimate of the future rational credence is roughly 0.58.10 Uncompletable
searches are more likely to generate ambiguity than completable ones. So although the
rational opinions always move toward the truth, they (on average) move further if the string
is completable than if not. It is asymmetric increases in accuracy that lead to polarization.

I claim that these expectably-polarizing updates can be rational. But I also claim (and will
argue in §§6–7) that they might drive polarization of actual opinions. How, in theory, could
expectable polarization in the opinions that are rational for Haley (H̃) lead to polarization in
her actual opinions? There are a variety of answers. The simplest: if Haley is approximately
rational, her actual opinions will be a noisy indicator of the rational ones—thus her actual
opinions will expectably polarize too.

In theory. How to test the hypothesis that ambiguous evidence can polarize real people?
Meet Thomas. Like Haley, he’s about to see a word-search, determined by the (same) coin
toss. But while she’ll see a completable string iff heads, he’ll see a completable string iff
tails. By parallel reasoning, Thomas’s opinion should expectably polarize in the opposite
direction: it’ll be easier for him to assess his evidence if tails than if heads, so his average
posterior rational credence in heads should be lower than 50%.

In fact, meet everyone. Half are Headsers: like Haley, they’ll see a completable string iff
heads. The rest are Tailsers: like Thomas, they’ll see a completable string iff tails. Headsers
get evidence that’s easier to assess when the coin lands heads; Tailsers get evidence that’s
easier to assess when the coin lands tails. So if the coin lands heads, the average Headser

10EH(H̃(Word)) = H(H̃(Word) = 1/3) · 1/3 +H(H̃(Word) = 2/3) · 2/3 +H(H̃(Word) = 1) · 1 = 1
2
· 1/3 + 1

4
· 2/3 + 1

4
· 1 ≈ 0.58.
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5 THE PREDICTABLE THEOREM

should be confident it did, while the average Tailser should be unsure; and if it doesn’t land
heads, the average Tailser should be doubtful it did, while the average Headser should be
unsure. Since all start out 50%, they can predict that they’ll split apart.

Do they? I’ve tested this in two ways. The fun way: audiences. In 6 of 7 talks, Headsers
had a higher average posterior in heads. The rigorous way: an experiment. Across trials,
there was a significant (and large) difference in the average posterior credence in heads
(Headsers: 57.7%; Tailsers, 36.3%, p < 0.001, d = 1.57).

More work is needed. But we’ve now seen—in principle, and perhaps in practice—how
cognitive search could generate ambiguities that rationalize expectable polarization.

5 The Predictable Theorem

But what about predictable polarization—the fact that when I went off to college, I could
predict with confidence that I’d come to doubt that guns increase safety? Since estimates
are not predictions, this doesn’t follow from what we’ve seen so far. Can we go further?

Yes and no. ‘No’ because full Value forbids it. ‘Yes’ because there’s a weakening of
Value—which we already knew we’d have to make—that allows it.

The basic idea: iterate cognitive searches. In the model from §4, Haley knows the coin is
fair but rationally estimates that the rational posterior is around 58%. So if we can repeat
this with many independent fair coins and searches, since she’s initially confident that around
half the coins will land heads, she predicts that her average credence in Heads1, ...,Headsn
should rise to around 58%. Since they’re independent, she can predict that she should
become confident that around 58% landed heads and very confident that more than half
landed heads. Since she’s initially 50-50 in the latter, that’s predictable polarization.

But there’s a hitch. Can we iterate cognitive searches, given Value? Suppose the rational
opinions for Haley go from H1 to H2 to... to Hn. I’ve shown how an individual step could be
valuable despite being expectably polarizing. But ignore the steps—focus on the beginning
and end. Let h be the claim that more than half the coins landed heads. If we can iterate,
then at the beginning Haley can predict with (say, 90%) confidence that she should wind
up (say, 90%) confident of h: H1(Hn(h) ≥ 0.9) ≥ 0.9. It follows immediately that her initial
opinions (H1) do not value her final opinions (Hn): since she’s should initially be 50%
confident of h, she must think that almost half the time, the final 90%-confidence will be
misplaced! Thus she expects Hn to be less accurate about h than her initial opinions. This
implies that for some i, Hi does not value Hi+1.

You might get off the boat here, insisting that epistemic rationality requires full Value,
allowing expectable but forbidding predictable polarization. But should you? We already
knew that people don’t obey full Value—after all, they sometimes forget things. And if
Haley might forget something—anything—then she can’t value her future opinions.11

Forgetting is never ideal. Is it also always irrational? Surely not. Some things—like
Mom’s birthday—are bad to forget. Others—like what you ate last Tuesday—aren’t. The
former are questions whose answers you should care about getting right; the latter are not.

11If H(q) = 1, then H values H̃ only if H(H̃(q) = 1) = 1.
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5 THE PREDICTABLE THEOREM

As stated, Value ignores this distinction: H values H̃ iff for any decision problem, it prefers
to let H̃ decide; iff for every question, it expects H̃ to be more accurate than itself.

That’s a high bar. Most forms of deference are question-relative. You defer to the
forecaster about whether it’ll rain, but not about whether your poncho is stylish; you defer
to your future-self about how busy you’ll be next month, but not about what you had for
breakfast this morning. Value can be question-relative too. A question Q is a partition of
logical space—a division of possibilities into groups that agree on the answer to Q. (E.g. “Will
it rain tomorrow?” = {Rain,¬Rain}.) H values H̃ with respect to Q iff, for any decision
whose outcomes are determined by the answer to Q, it prefers to let H̃ decide. This entails
that the update cannot be Dutch-booked using bets about Q; and it entails that H expects
H̃’s opinions about Q to be more accurate.

Let’s lower the bar. Fix the most fine-grained Q you (should) care about. I propose that
if you should value an update with respect to Q, then it’s a rational update:

Q-Valuable Rationality: ⟨P, P̃ ⟩ is a potentially-rational update iff P values P̃ with
respect to the most fine-grained question Q that you should care about.

After all, if you should not care about a question, why must you expect to become more
accurate about it in order to update rationally?

H can value H̃ with respect to Q even if H̃ forgets some things, so long as that forgetting
doesn’t affect H̃’s opinions about Q. This yields one way of iterating cognitive searches.
Let Q be the question of how all the word searches went, including whether Haley found a
word and whether the coin landed heads or tails. Suppose this—so any question answered
by it, e.g. whether more than half landed heads (h)—is what Haley should care about. Each
time she’s presented with a string, she updates as discussed in §4. Such updates satisfy
(full) Value. But she knows that, after each, she’ll forget the letter-string (the details of the
evidence she received). This forgetting doesn’t affect her opinions about how the cognitive
search went, so is valuable with respect to Q. What it does is consolidate her ambiguity.
When she initially doesn’t find the completion, she’s left wondering whether the string is
word-like, and hence whether she should be 1/3 or 2/3 confident it’s completable. But once
she forgets the string, she knows she can no longer be sensitive to whether it’s word-like, and
so knows the rational way to respond to her (now-impoverished) evidence is simply to stick
with the opinion she ended up with. This consolidation makes it so that when the next word
search appears, she can again update as in §4 and satisfy (full) Value. Rinse and repeat.

The main theoretical result of this paper is that each step in this process is expected to
make Haley more accurate about Q, despite the whole sequence predictably polarizing her:

Theorem 5.1. Haley can start out 50% confident of h, know that each update in a sequence
is valuable with respect to how all the coins land (hence whether h), and yet predict with
arbitrary confidence that the sequence will make her arbitrarily confident of h.

This is an epistemic form of a diachronic tragedy (Hedden 2015): at each stage she expects
the next step to make her more accurate and later ones to make her less so—despite knowing
that once she takes the next step, she’ll then expect the later ones to make her more accurate,
and so will be willing to take them. This is the slippery slope to radicalization.

12
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More is true. If Thomas goes through the Tailser-version of this process, the resulting
polarization is also persistent : when Haley and Thomas discover that they’ve shifted in
opposite directions, their now-polarized opinions remain extreme.

What, intuitively, is happening? Since the (fair) coins are all independent, initially Haley
is 50-50 on whether more than half will land heads, and is quite confident that roughly half of
them will. As the process unfolds, there are tosses (say, Heads2, Heads5,...) that she becomes
sure landed heads (she finds completions). For the rest, her evidence was ambiguous, so
she tends to have middling degrees of confidence—some slightly below 50%, others slightly
above it. Across trials, her average credence in the Headsi rises to roughly 58%. To maintain
coherence, she must therefore come to think that it’s very likely that more than half the
coins landed heads.

Of course, she predicted this rise in confidence. But so what? She had no idea which
Headsi her credence would rise or fall in. Using the only evidence she has (the word-searches),
her confidence has risen a lot in some, risen a bit in others, and fallen slightly in still others.
She can’t conclude that the ones it’s fallen in landed tails—that would require assuming she’s
been rational, which she can’t be confident of. Thus the fact that she initially predicted that
half would land heads can’t be used as a basis to lower her credence—in fact, she becomes
progressively less confident in that prediction as the process unfolds. Thus Haley finds herself
confident that more than half landed heads, with no rational way to lower that confidence.
(She should expect lowering her credence in any of the Headsi to decrease her accuracy.)

Peeking over her shoulder, she notices that Thomas is now extremely doubtful that more
than half the coins landed heads. But so what? She predicted as much from the outset, so
it doesn’t provide much evidence. Her confidence persists.

They can reduce their disagreement if they start sharing which completions they found.
But that’s an exacting exercise: it takes the patience to talk through—and the ability to
recall—the individual reasons underlying their opinions about h. Since time and memory
are limited, Haley and Thomas may be left disagreeing about high-level claims (most of the
coins landed heads) while being unable to share all the (rational) reasons they have for their
differing opinions.

Upshot: predictable polarization could indeed be rational.
What, abstractly, is the structure that generates it? We need a ‘high-level’ target claim—

e.g. most of the coins landed heads. We need a large collection of individual facts that bear
on the target claim—e.g. the outcomes of individual coin tosses. We need the evidence about
each such fact to be asymmetrically ambiguous in different directions for two groups—one
group (Headsers) must be better at recognizing when a fact points one way (Headsi); the
other (Tailsers) must be better at recognizing when it points the other way (Tailsi). We
expect discussion of individual facts to lead to (rough) agreement about which way those
facts point. However, the opposing groups’ high-level opinions are shaped by many more
facts than they can recall or discuss—thus their asymmetric sensitivities will leave them
strongly disagreeing about the high-level claim.

To me, this feels familiar. Let’s tell a better story.
For Headsi and Tailsi substitute bits of evidence for and against the claim that guns in-

crease safety. Going to a liberal university made me a Tailser—made me better at recognizing
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evidence against that claim. Living in a conservative town made Dan a Headser—made him
better at recognizing evidence favoring that claim. Neither of us became worse at assessing
evidence; we became better, in asymmetric ways. When we discuss individual facts (a school
shooting; a case of self-defense), we often agree on which way they point. Yet since time and
memory are limited, we are left disagreeing about high-level claims (guns increase safety)
while being unable to share all the (rational) reasons we have for our differing opinions.

If that were what happened, then both of us could’ve predicted polarization as the
outcome—as we could. And neither of us should be moved now, when we discuss our persist-
ent disagreements—as we’re not. Nevertheless, while we each think the other is incorrect, we
needn’t think they are dumb, or foolish, or irrational to believe what they do—as we don’t.

If that were what happened. I’m going to argue that it may have. That the example of
Haley and Thomas is far more realistic than it seems. That we engage in cognitive search and
face asymmetrically-ambiguous evidence all the time. And that this helps explain real-world
polarization.

6 The Confirmation Bias

Dan and I weren’t polarized by word-searches. We were polarized by who we talked to, what
we lived through, and how those factors shaped our ways of thinking. Dan fell in with liber-
tarians, experienced failures of educational and criminal institutions, and became skeptical
of many types of authority. I fell in with liberals, experienced favors of educational and
criminal institutions, and became skeptical of many claims about individual responsibility.

Can my story explain this? Yes. I’ll show how ambiguity-asymmetries may arise in
the empirical processes that drive polarization, and that (unlike my word-search example)
polarization can be predictable even if people have a choice about what evidence to receive.

Psychologists have documented many processes that predictably polarize people. Con-
firmation bias comprises tendencies to seek and interpret evidence in ways that strengthen
your prior beliefs (Nickerson 1998; Whittlestone 2017). Motivated reasoning is the related
tendency to scrutinize uncongenial information (Kunda 1990; Kahan et al. 2017). And the
group polarization effect is the tendency for discussions with likeminded others to make you
more extreme (Isenberg 1986). People who are aware of these tendencies are still subject
to them (Pronin 2008; Lilienfeld et al. 2009), hence Theorem 3.1 implies that (i) if evid-
ence is unambiguous then they must be irrational, and (ii) Standard-Bayesian models can’t
rationalize them. I’ll show that ambiguous models can.

Confirmation bias divides into at least two types: (1) selective exposure, the tendency to
seek evidence that you expect to confirm your preferred hypothesis (Frey 1986; Hart et al.
2009), and (2) biased assimilation, the tendency to interpret mixed evidence as supporting
your preferred hypothesis (Lord et al. 1979; Taber and Lodge 2006). I’ll focus on the latter.

Examples of biased assimilation go like this (Lord et al. 1979). Take two people—say, Dan
and I—who strongly disagree about whether guns increase safety (s). Present us with two
studies: one that (on its face) supports the claim, the other of which (on its face) tells against
it. Give us time to think about them. Since you’ve given us the same information, you might
expect it to dampen our disagreement. Generally, it won’t. Instead, people tend to conclude
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that the congruent study—the one whose face-value reading supports their prior beliefs—is
a more convincing study than the incongruent one. Thus on average, across situations like
this, Dan will tend to increase his confidence in s, and I’ll tend to decrease mine.

Why? We won’t simply dismiss the evidence against our beliefs—we’ll likely spend more
time looking at it. As we do, we’ll often find legitimate flaws in the methodology, gaps in the
reasoning, or alternative explanations that could explain away the data. Biased assimilation
is driven by selective scrutiny : people spend more time looking for flaws with incongruent
evidence than congruent evidence—the same mechanism that drives motivated reasoning.

Thomas Kelly (2008) argues that selective scrutiny is rational, and that it may rationalize
some types of polarization. It’s reasonable to spend more of our limited cognitive resources
on surprising findings. If I doubt that guns increase safety, then a study suggesting they
do should surprise me, while a study suggesting the opposite shouldn’t. It makes sense for
me to scrutinize the former, and for Dan to scrutinize the latter. Notice that if we do, we’ll
end up receiving different evidence: I know more about one study, Dan knows more about
the other. Thus selective scrutiny is a type of selective exposure: exposure to flaws with
incongruent evidence. And if we aren’t aware that we’re being selective—all we come away
with is, “I saw one congruent study, and one flawed incongruent one”—then the resulting
polarization is rational.

But, says Kelly, this only works if we aren’t aware we’re being selective. If we are,
we shouldn’t be surprised to find a flaw in only the incongruent study (McWilliams 2021;
compare: if you’re aware you’re fishing with a big net, you shouldn’t be surprised to catch
only big fish). In fact, if we fail to find a flaw in the incongruent study we should lower
our credence in our prior belief, since this suggests the incongruent evidence is stronger than
we thought. This is an instance of the point from §3 that, without ambiguity, no rational
strategy can lead to expectable polarization (see Salow 2018).

And this is where Kelly and I part ways. Many of us do realize we’re engaging in selective
scrutiny. Indeed, it’s standard scientific practice: adopt a hypothesis, and then spend your
time trying to explain away problems with it (Kuhn 1962; Solomon 1992).

The question: How could knowingly searching for flaws predictably polarize people?
My answer: the same way that knowingly searching for words can. Both are forms of

cognitive search. Both involve an ambiguity-asymmetry: if you find what you’re looking for
(a flaw, a word), it’s easier to know how to react to the evidence; if you don’t, you should
be (more) unsure what to think. As a result, both induce asymmetric accuracy-increases: if
there is a flaw (a word), your credence that there is should on average increase a lot; if there’s
not, your credence should decrease only a bit. And again: the average of ‘increase a lot’ and
‘decrease a bit’ is ‘increase a bit’—the process is expectably polarizing.

Suppose scrutinizing a study leads to the same structure of evidence as searching for a
word. Which way it’s polarizing depends on how you scrutinize. When I scrutinize a study
suggesting that guns increase safety (s), this expectably lowers the rational credence in s,
since finding a flaw would lower my credence. When Dan scrutinizes a study suggesting
the opposite, that expectably raises the rational credence in s. Thus if it’s rational to
selectively scrutinize, then even if you’re aware of it, the resulting ambiguity-asymmetries
will rationalize expectable polarization.
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But, given this polarizing model, is it rational to selectively scrutinize? You might think it
couldn’t be. After all, repeated selective scrutiny will predictably polarize you—so wouldn’t
it be better to scrutinize even-handedly? This is where the diachronic tragedy rears its head.
As with Theorem 5.1: if you were deciding on a long-term policy, you’d expect to be more
accurate if you didn’t selectively scrutinize; nevertheless, in each instance—when faced with
a pair of conflicting studies—you expect selective scrutiny to be the best thing you can do
in that instant to get to the truth.

How to assess the rationality of the choice in each instant? Since scrutinizing either
study is (fully) valuable, both are expected to improve accuracy. So even if pragmatic con-
siderations influence your choice—as some literature suggests (Kahan et al. 2017; Williams
2021)—the process is arguably epistemically rational.

But more is true. Why do I tend to scrutinize incongruent studies over congruent ones?
Because I expect doing so to make me more accurate, since it’s more likely I’ll be able
to find a flaw and so avoid ambiguity. I may think it’s more likely to contain a flaw—
but even if I don’t, I’ll be more likely to find any flaws it contains. After all, part of
being convinced of a claim is learning how to rebut arguments against it. This very paper
illustrates the point: what convinced me of its conclusions was, largely, figuring out how to
rebut objections—that rational polarization violated Bayesianism (§3), that it was purely
theoretical (§4), that it couldn’t be predictable (§5), and so on. More generally, there’s both
theoretical (Aronowitz 2020) and empirical (Evans et al. 1983) reason to think that people
are better at finding flaws with evidence that tells against their beliefs—an idea at the heart
of the adversarial model of academia.

Granting this, will polarization result? Here’s an analogy. Suppose I’ll see a series of
pairs of word-search tasks—one following Headser rules, the other following Tailser rules.
Headser tasks use British English; Tailser tasks use American English. At each stage I can
choose which to look at. Being an American, I expect to be better at finding words in the
latter task than the former. So if at each stage I’m guided by my desire to form accurate
beliefs, I’ll tend to do the Tailser tasks more often. And since doing so leads to predictable
polarization, I’ll wind up confident that less than half the coins landed heads.

How to verify this intuitive reasoning? Simulation. Randomly generate models of cog-
nitive searches for flaws in studies, and examine (1) whether a preference for accuracy can
lead to selective scrutiny of studies that you’re better at finding flaws in, and (2) whether
this preference can indeed lead to predictable polarization.

To (1): I randomly generated models and compared P (Find|Flaw) to expected accuracy,
finding a robust correlation (Figure 1, left). I then generated pairs of models in which you’re
(on average) more likely to find flaws that exist in the incongruent than the congruent study;
expected accuracy quite often warrants scrutinizing the former (Figure 1, right).

To (2): two groups of agents face a series of choices about which of two random studies
to scrutinize. They start out 50% confident in a claim q, and at each stage they scrutinize
in the way they expect to make their beliefs most accurate. But one group (red) is better at
recognizing flaws in studies that tell against q, and the other (blue) is better at recognizing
flaws in those that tell in favor of q. The result is polarization (Figure 2).

These results suggest that irrationalist interpretations of biased assimilation and motiv-
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Figure 1: Left: Correlation between P (Find|Flaw) and the expected accuracy of scrutiny. Right: Rates
of selective scrutiny based on expected accuracy (y-axis) grow as the average gap in P (Find|Flaw) between
incongruent and congruent studies (x-axis) grows.
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Figure 2: Agents faced with cognitive-search choices, choosing via expected accuracy. Red agents better at
finding flaws in q-opposing studies; blue agents vice versa. Thin lines are individuals; thick lines are averages.

ated reasoning are too quick: rational people who care about the truth but face ambiguous
evidence will exhibit them. In fact, this model fits with a variety of empirical findings. It’s
built on the idea that people are better at finding flaws in incongruent than congruent evid-
ence. They are.12 It predicts that instructions like “Don’t be biased” or “Be accurate” won’t
prevent biased assimilation—but that instructions that get people to scrutinize both sides
equally will. They do.13 And it suggests that bias will be more extreme when people think
harder—when they scrutinize more, rather than less. It is.14

Upshot: Insofar as confirmation bias and motivated reasoning drove me and Dan apart,
this may have been due to rational management of ambiguous evidence. Still, this model
depends on differences in background knowledge and abilities to find flaws. How could such
differences predictably emerge, simply from falling into different social circles?

12Evans et al. 1983; Petty and Wegener 1998; Mercier and Sperber 2011; Kahan et al. 2012, 2017.
13Koriat et al. 1980; Lord et al. 1984; Schuette and Fazio 1995; Lundgren and Prislin 1998; Liu 2017.
14Kuhn and Lao 1996; Downing et al. 1992; Tesser et al. 1995; Kahan et al. 2013.
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7 The Group Polarization Effect

Once Dan and I had different background beliefs, selective scrutiny could pull us further
apart. But how could ambiguity-asymmetries start our divergence?

One answer is simple: different social groups incentivize different cognitive searches.
When Dan fell in with libertarians, that incentivized him to search for flaws in pro-government
arguments; vice versa for me.

But clearly this isn’t the full explanation. Much polarization is due to the fact that
group membership affects what information you receive. Libertarians discuss libertarian
arguments; liberals discuss liberal ones; both get their news from congenial sources; hence
they diverge. This group polarization effect is widely documented (Isenberg 1986; Talisse
2019). The mechanism driving it is unsurprising: people who believe a claim tend to share
arguments that favor it (Toplak and Stanovich 2003), and arguments for a claim tend—
on average—to predictably persuade people of it (Vinokur and Burstein 1974; Petty and
Wegener 1998). This is intuitive, so most explanations stop here.

They shouldn’t. A familiar point applies again: it’s not just that someone can predict
that we’ll be persuaded by arguments—it’s that we ourselves can. If you’re open-minded
(more on that caveat in a moment), you can expect that reading liberal arguments will make
you more liberal. Theorem 3.1 again implies that if the evidence is unambiguous, rational
Bayesians can expect no such thing. Yet we can.

Everyone needs to explain this. Either we process arguments irrationally, or they generate
ambiguity-asymmetries. I don’t have a knock-down case for the latter, but here’s the idea.
Suppose you know you’ll be given an argument that guns increase safety (s). Given your
background evidence, that argument will be either good (convincing) or bad (unconvincing): if
it’s good, it’ll warrant increasing your credence in s (“I hadn’t thought of that”); if it’s bad,
it’ll warrant decreasing it (“That’s the best they’ve got?”). You can’t be certain the argument
will be good—if you were, you should’ve already raised your credence.15 Nor will you be
able to be sure whether the argument was good after you’ve seen it: it’s ambiguous, so you’ll
rationally be unsure how you should interpret it. What you can expect is that the arguer will
make it easier to recognize evidence favoring their position, and harder to recognize evidence
disfavoring it. There may even be a selection effect: good arguments tend to get repeated
because they are good; bad arguments tend to get repeated because they sound good. Thus
bad arguments will tend to be more ambiguous, i.e. harder to recognize as bad.

Here’s an (overly) simple example. Suppose Jack was hurt, and someone’s is trying to
convince you that he didn’t have a gun. Contrast two arguments:

“Every weekend, Jack has a gun. But it was Monday, so he didn’t have it.”
“Whenever Jack has a gun, it’s a weekend. But it was Monday, so he didn’t have it.”

At a quick glance, or to the untrained eye, it’s easier to recognize that the latter is valid than
that the former is invalid. (Some fallacies are tempting!) Indeed, there’s some evidence that
people are worse at recognizing fallacies as fallacies than they are at recognizing validities
as validities (Evans et al. 1983; Cariani and Rips 2017, Figure 1).

15If P values P̃ with respect to {s,¬s} and P (P̃ (s) ≥ t) = 1, then P (s) ≥ t.
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Suppose this generalizes: arguments are (on average) less ambiguous when they’re good
than when they’re bad. Here’s a simple-argument model. When you see an argument, your
credence that it’s good should either increase or decrease. Value implies that it should
increase when it’s good and decrease when it’s not, but allows the degree to be asymmetric:
the good-case increase is larger than the bad-case decrease. What follows? If two groups
see randomly-generated arguments—one (red) group sees arguments supporting s, the other
(blue) sees ones opposing s—then they predictably polarize (Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Red agents are presented with random argument models favoring s, and blue agents presented
with models favoring ¬s. Thin lines are individuals; thick lines are averages.

But how does this simple-argument model fit with my discussion of selective scrutiny
(§6)? If an argument is bad, shouldn’t you be able to find a flaw and get unambiguous
evidence? Proposal: it depends on how you engage. If you engage passively (you don’t
scrutinize), the simple model makes sense—with just a quick glance, it’s easier to recognize
modus ponens as valid than affirming the consequent as invalid. But if you engage actively
(you do scrutinize), the update becomes a cognitive search. This splits the bad -possibilities
into two: those in which you find a flaw, and those in which you don’t.

On this picture, whenever you see an argument you face a choice: scrutinize or not? Your
choice affects how your rational opinions should expectably shift. To illustrate, imagine that
two groups see arguments favoring s: one (red) group never scrutinizes; the other (blue)
group always does. On natural parameterizations: if they know they won’t find a flaw even if
there is one, scrutiny leaves the polarizing effects of the argument unchanged (Figure 4, top
left). If they know they will find a flaw if there is one, scrutiny removes all ambiguity—the
update becomes a Standard-Bayesian one with no expectable polarization (top right). And
if there’s a middling chance of finding a flaw, scrutiny dampens the polarizing effects of
arguments (bottom left), and can even reverse the polarizing effects (bottom right).

Upshot: if we always scrutinized arguments and had no self-doubt in our assessments,
then our evidence would be unambiguous and predictable polarization would be irrational.
But since we can’t scrutinize everything and we should have self-doubts, arguments can
predictably polarize us despite being expected to improve accuracy.

Thus irrationalist interpretations of the group polarization effect are too quick. Indeed,
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Figure 4: Two groups presented with arguments favoring q; red group never scrutinizes, blue group always
does. Top Left: 0% chance of finding flaw if there is one; full blue polarization. Top Right: 100% chance
of finding flaw if there is one; no blue polarization. Bottom: Middling chance of finding, with small (left)
and large (right) amounts of ambiguity if don’t find; dampens (left) or reverses (right) blue polarization.

when supplemented with the hypothesis that people selectively scrutinize incongruent argu-
ments (§6), this model fits with a variety of findings about persuasion. It predicts that there
are two routes to engaging with arguments: a passive, low-effort one that predictably shifts
opinions; and an active, high-effort one for which the persuasive effects vary widely. There
are.16 It predicts that those who are (selective in scrutinizing but) better at finding flaws will
end up with a more skewed assessment of the overall weight of evidence. They do.17 And
it predicts that manipulating how much people scrutinize will affect persuasion—with the
biggest effects being on the evaluation of weak, congruent arguments (they’ll be surprised to
find flaws) and strong, incongruent ones (they’ll be surprised not to find flaws). It does.18

Obviously this model is speculative—it needs to be refined and tested. But it shows that
the group polarization effect is not necessarily a sign of irrationality.

8 A Better Story

Not long ago, I caught up with an old friend. Not Dan. A better friend. A friend who was
with me that night we forgot something outside. A friend whose story is not mine to tell.

16Petty 1994; Petty and Wegener 1998; Taber and Lodge 2006; Lundgren and Prislin 1998.
17Kahan et al. 2012, 2013, 2017; Bail et al. 2018.
18Schuette and Fazio 1995; Petty and Wegener 1998; Liu 2017.
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We talked about old times. About our lives. About politics. And about that damn bench.
The details were stunning. But the outlines? Predictable. We weren’t surprised by each
others’ opinions; most of them, we could’ve guessed. That said, his reasons surprised me. I
didn’t agree with them—with selective scrutiny, I concluded that some were misinformation,
and many were missing the bigger picture. Nevertheless, given his networks of trust, his
lived experience, and his background beliefs, they made perfect sense.

That conversation sticks with me. What should I think of him and his beliefs? He’s
bright and well-meaning. He’s had experiences—the failures of institutions, of communities,
of friends—that I can only dimly imagine. The reasons he shares seem, given their context,
perfectly sensible. Yet the overall picture seems radically distorted: the steps reasonable,
but the destination wrong. How could that be?

For me, predictable polarization tends to induce this sort of double-vision. I find myself
unsurprised (“Of course you believe that”), but at the same time baffled (“How can you
believe that?”) Unsurprised, because I know the psychology: people glom onto the beliefs
of their peers, confirm and entrench those beliefs, become extremely confident, and so on.
Baffled, because I often find that they’re not just conforming, or pigheaded, or dogmatic.
Yet if they aren’t, how do they end up where they do?

This double-vision is starkest when I look inward. I am not just conforming, or pigheaded,
or dogmatic. But the psychology works: if I told you my biography, you could tell me my
beliefs.

This project is my attempt to square this circle. The mistake is to assume that we should
expect individual steps toward the truth to lead to an accurate overall picture. If evidence
weren’t ambiguous, we should expect this (§2)—but it is, so we shouldn’t (§3). Instead, we
face ambiguity-asymmetries that make us better at recognizing evidence on one side than the
other (§4). Wanting get to the truth, we take each individual step; by the end, the ‘radically
distorted’ picture has become our own (§5). This theoretical idea has both experimental
support (§4), and the potential to explain the mechanisms underlying confirmation bias (§6)
and the group-polarization effect (§7).

Obviously this doesn’t show that real-world polarization is rational. What it suggests is
that it might be—that it would not look terribly different, if it were. And what it promises
is a better way to think about our ideological opponents, and ourselves.

Assuming predictable polarization is irrational leaves me seeing my beliefs in double. It’s
incoherent to believe “Guns decrease safety, but I formed that belief irrationally”. But how
to avoid it? The evidence is overwhelming that guns do decrease safety. But the evidence is
also overwhelming that my belief was formed by predictably-polarizing mechanisms.

Accepting the rationality of predictable polarization resolves the image. Yes, guns do
decrease safety. Yes, the psychologists are right about why I believe as much. But no, I
am not irrational for that. And no, my friends are not irrational for believing otherwise.
Likewise for the religious beliefs we’ve formed through selective scrutiny, the political beliefs
we’ve formed through selective exposure, and the philosophical beliefs we’ve formed through
searching for evidence favoring our positions.

That’s the promise of this story. It allows us to admit our own predictability without
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undermining our own deeply-held commitments—and without disparaging those of others.19

19Far too many people helped me with this project to properly thank them all. I received feedback
from audiences at MIT, the Prindle Institute for Ethics, Indiana University, the University of Pittsburgh,
the National University of Singapore, the 2019 Pacific APA, the University of Oxford, the University of
Missouri, the Pittsburgh Center for Philosophy of Science, the University of Lisbon, and USC. Bernhard
Salow, Jack Spencer, Dmitri Gallow, Roger White, Sally Haslanger, Caspar Hare, Kieran Setiya, and Bob
Stalnaker each played formative roles early in this project. I received feedback along the way from Riet van
Bork, Martina Calderisi, Agnes Callard, Chris Dorst, Adam Elga, Jane Friedman, Brian Hedden, Branden
Fitelson, Rachel Fraser, Jeffrey Friedman, Peter Gerdes, Dan Greco, Brian Hedden, Jay Hodges, Michael
Hannon, Jean Janasz, Joshua Knobe, Harvey Lederman, Ben Levinstein, Annina Loets, Tim Maudlin, Travis
McKenna, Aydin Mohseni, Pedro Passos, Steven Pinker, Drazen Prelec, Kevin Richardson, Mark Schroeder,
Teddy Seidenfeld, Laura Soter, Tom Stafford, Kate Stanton, Daniel Stone, Mason Westfall, Kevin Zollman,
two stellar referees, and many others—including several anonymous blog- and social-media commenters.
Special thanks to Liam Kofi Bright, Thomas Byrne, Cosmo Grant, Matt Mandelkern, Miriam Schoenfield,
Ginger Schultheis, and Quinn White for helping me pull the project together. And to some old friends—for
sharing their stories, and setting me straight.
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